
Proeedings CPAIOR'03Safe embedding of the Simplexalgorithm in a CSP frameworkClaude MICHEL�, Yahia LEBBAH��, Mihel RUEHER�� fpjm, rueherg�essi.frProjet COPRIN (I3S/CNRS/INRIA)INRIA Sophia Antipolis, Projet COPRIN2004 Route des Luioles, BP 9306902 Sophia Antipolis Cedex, Frane�� ylebbah�yahoo.frUniversit�e d'OranD�epartement d'Informatique31000 Oran, AlgeriaAbstratThe Simplex algorithm has been used widely in the CP framework to omputethe set of solutions of a linear subset of the initial onstraint system (or of a linearrelaxation of this system). The point is that most of the Simplex implementationswork with oating point numbers and, thus, are unsafe. As a onsequene, �lteringalgorithms based on these solvers may remove part of the domains of the variableswhere solutions atually exist. This paper provides a safe proedure that preventsthe Simplex algorithm from removing any solution while �ltering linear onstraintsystems. More preisely, we introdue a safe rounding proedure to ompute safeapproximations for linear relaxations of the initial onstraint system. We take alsoadvantage of a reent result of Neumaier and Shherbina to orret the value of theobjetive funtion omputed by the Simplex.IntrodutionLinear relaxations have been widely used in the CP framework to solve ombinatorialproblems [13, 14, 4℄. In general, the set of solutions of a linear subset of the initial on-straint system (or of a linear relaxation of this system) is omputed with the Simplexalgorithm. G. Pesant and M. Boyer [11, 12℄ introdued linear relaxations in a CLP lan-guage to handle geometri quadrati onstraints. Reently, Lebbah et al [9℄ did proposed



a more general algorithm (named Quad) to takle quadrati onstraint systems.The point is that most implementations of the Simplex are unsafe. As a onsequene,�ltering algorithms based on these solvers may remove part of the domains of the variableswhere solutions atually exist.More preisely, a �ltering proess based on the Simplex algorithm yields the followingproblems :1. The oeÆients of the generated linear onstraints are real numbers. However,when they are omputed on oating point numbers the whole linearization may beinorret due to rounding errors;2. Most linear programming solvers are implemented with oating point numbers thatrequire rounding operations, and thus, are unsafe.This paper provides a safe proedure that prevents the linearization proess andthe Simplex algorithm from removing any solution. In other words, we introdue asafe rounding proedure to ompute safe approximations for linear relaxations of theinitial onstraint system. We take also advantage of a reent result of A. Neumaier andO. Shherbina that provides a heap but rigorous proess to orret the value of theobjetive funtion. This proess exploits informations from the dual problem to omputesafe bounds of the approximated solutions.The framework we propose in this paper is designed for the Quad system but itould be extended to handle other relaxations. The Quad �ltering algorithm relies onReformulation-Linearization-Tehniques (RLT) [16, 15℄ to linearize the x2 and x�y terms.The Simplex algorithm is then used to narrow the domains of the linearized variables.Before going into further details, let us illustrate the advantages of our approah on asmall example that underlines the need for rigorous omputation of safe approximationsof the linearizations. Consider the following set of linear onstraints :y � 2 � x � 0y + 2 � x � 0� y � kwith x and y 2 [�2:0; 2:0℄A Simplex implementation like CPLEX �nds the solution x = 0 and y = 0 when k = 0.However, suppose that k has been omputed with a rounding to �1, then the value of kis 4:94065 : : : e� 324, whih is nothing but the oat following 0. Then no more solutionis found by CPLEX, even when the rigorous orretions from Neumaier and Shherbina[10℄ are applied. The safe rounding proedure introdued in this paper preserves all thesolutions, that is to say, x = 0 and y = 0.



Outline of the paperThis paper is organized as followed : the notations used within this paper are intro-dued in setion 1, while the main priniples of the Quad �ltering proess are realledin setion 2. Setion 3 details the safe approximations of the linearizations used in theQuad �ltering. The orretion proess applied to the value of the objetive funtion isdesribed in setion 4. Implementations issues are addressed in setion 5 whereas setion6 provides some experimental results.1 NotationsThis paper fouses on CSPs where the domains are intervals and the onstraints arerelations over ontinuous domains. An n-ary onstraint Cj(x1; : : : ; xn) denotes a relationover the reals. C stands for the set of onstraints.Dx denotes the domain of variable x, that's to say, the interval x = [x; x℄ of allowedvalues for x. D stands for the set of domains of all the variables of the onsideredonstraint system. R denotes the set of real numbers whereas F stands for the set ofoating point numbers.Let e 2 R, dee (resp. be) denotes the smallest (resp. the biggest) oating pointnumber eF suh that e � eF (resp. e � eF). For onveniene, dee (resp. be), wheree stands for an arithmeti expression, means that any basi operation has to be doneaording to the spei�ed rounding diretion, i.e. with a rounding to +1 (resp. to �1).We assume an IEEE 754 oating point unit, that is to say, that basi operations like +,�, =, � are exatly rounded [1℄.We also use the \Reformulation-Linearization Tehnique" notations introdued in[16, 2℄ with slight modi�ations.2 The Quad algorithmIn this setion we reall the basis of the Quad �ltering algorithm[9℄. This algorithmworks on a tight linear relaxation of quadrati onstraints. The Simplex algorithm is usedto narrow the domain of eah variable with respet to the subset of the linear onstraintsgenerated by the relaxation proess. The oeÆients of these linear onstraints are up-dated with the new values of the bounds of the domains and the proess is restarted untilno more signi�ant redution an be done. Quad is based on Reformulation-LinearizationTehnique (RLT) [16, 15℄ for �ltering eÆiently a quadrati onstraint systemsX(i;j)2M Cki;jxi � xj +Xi2N Cki x2i +Xi2N dki xi = bkwhere Cki;j ; Cki ; dki 2 R .Quadrati onstraints are approximated by linear onstraints in the following way.Quad reates a new variable for eah quadrati term : y for x2, yi;j for xi � xj . Theprodued system is denoted:[ X(i;j)2M Cki;jxi � xj +Xi2N Cki x2i +Xi2N dki xi = bk℄l



[E℄l denotes expression E where the quadrati terms are replaed by the orrespondingnew variables.A tight linear (onvex) relaxation, or outer-approximation to the onvex and onaveenvelopes of the quadrati terms over the onstrained region, is built by generating newlinear inequalities.Quad uses two tight linear relaxation lasses for equations y = x2 and yi;j = xi � xj .These relaxations provide a better approximation than interval arithmeti.Linearization of x2The funtion f(x) = x2 with x � x � x is approximated by the following relations:L1(y; �) � [(x� �)2 � 0℄l where � 2 [x; x℄ (1)L2(y) � (x+ x)x� y � x � x � 0 (2)Note that [(x � �i)2 = 0℄l generates the tangent line to the urve y = x2 at the pointx = �i. Atually, Quad omputes only L1(y; x) and L1(y; x). L1(y; x) and L1(y; x) areunderestimations of y whereas L2(y) is an overestimation.Linearization of xi � xjThe funtion g(xi; xj) = xixj over [xi; xi℄� [xj ; xj ℄ is approximated by the followingrelations: L3(yi;j) � [(xi � xi)(xj � xj) � 0℄l (3)L4(yi;j) � [(xi � xi)(xj � xj) � 0℄l (4)L5(yi;j) � [(xi � xi)(xj � xj) � 0℄l (5)L6(yi;j) � [(xi � xi)(xj � xj) � 0℄l (6)L3(yi;j) and L6(yi;j) are the onvex envelopes of g. L4(yi;j) and L5(yi;j) are the onaveenvelopes of g.The Quad �ltering algorithm works on LRQ, the set of generated linear relations.LRQ �8>>><>>>:[P(i;j)2M Cki;jxi � xj +Pi2N Cki x2i +Pi2N dki xi = bk℄lL1(y; xi); L1(y; xi) for all i 2 NL2(y) for all i 2 NL3(yi;j); L4(yi;j); L5(yi;j); L6(yi;j) for all (i; j) 2MQuad (see algorithm 1) redues the lower and upper bounds of eah variable xi byomputing the minimum and the maximum of xi subjet to LRQ with the Simplexalgorithm. At eah iteration, the redution ahieved by the Simplex must be greaterthan � for at least one bound of some variable. The iteration proess is stopped assoon as the domain of some variable beomes empty. So, the algorithm onverges andterminates if � is greater than zero.Next setion introdues a proedure that yields safe approximations of the lineariza-tions used by Quad.



Algorithm 1 The Quad algorithmFuntion Quad�filtering(IN: D, Q, �) return D0% D: input domains; Q: quadrati onstraint system% �: minimal redutionD0 := DdoD := D0for all xi 2 vars(Q) doConstrut and solve the following LP� Z = minimize(xi)LRQ from the quadrati onstraints Qxi0 := max(xi; Z)Solve the same LP with Z = maximize(xi)xi0 := min(xi; Z)endforwhile the redution amount of some bound is greater than � and ; 62 D03 Safe approximations of Quad's linearizationsThe linearizations involved in the Quad algorithm preserve all the solutions over the realsas long as their oeÆients are exatly omputed. The point is that these oeÆients aregenerally omputed with oating point numbers1. Computation with oating point num-bers require rounding operations that may introdue some approximations of the initiallinearization. Therefore, a key issue is to guarantee that the omputed approximationsatually ontain all the solutions over the reals.3.1 A safe approximation of L1The linearizations L1(y; �) � y � 2�x+ �2 de�nes a onvex approximation of the termx2. Linearization L1(y; �) generates the tangent lines to the urve y = x2 at the point(�; �2).The omputation with oating point arithmeti of �2� and �2 may hange the slopeas well as the intersetion point with the y axis. Quad omputes only this linearizationfor the points (x;x2) and (x;x2). So, � is always a oat and the omputation of thesafe approximation is somewhat simpli�ed. Roughly speaking, onsider the ase where� � 0, the slope is dereased as well as the intersetion with the y axis. Therefore, wehave to ompute an approximation that de�nes a line whih, for any x � 0, is under theline de�ned by the linearization L1. As the solutions are above L1, the approximation,named L1F , will be onservative.Proposition 1 introdues a safe approximation L1F (y; �) of the L1(y; �) linearization.Proposition 1 (L1F(y; �) approximations).Let � 2 F and1The Simplex algorithm performs safe omputations when it works with rational numbers. In thisase no rounding problems our but omputations with rational numbers may be very time and spaeonsuming.



L1F(y; �) � (y � b2�x+ d�2e � 0 i� � � 0y � d2�ex+ d�2e � 0 i� � < 0For all x 2 x, and y 2 [0;maxfx2;x2g℄, if L1(y; �) holds, then L1F(y; �) holds too.Proof. Let us onsider the �rst ase. In order to prove that L1F(y; �) holds wheneverL1(y; �) holds, we will show that the following relation holds :y � b2�x+ d�2e � y � 2�x+ �2 � 0 for all x 2 x and y 2 [0;maxfx2;x2g℄ (7)It results from the rounding to �1 that :b2� � 2�So, we have : b2�x � 2�x for all positive xand then �b2�x � �2�xUsing the properties of the rounding to +1, we have :d�2e � �2Therefore y � b2�x+ d�2e � y � 2�x+ �2 holds for all positive xThe seond ase an be proved in the same way.3.2 Safe approximations of L2The ase of L2 is a bit more triky sine the \rotation axis" of the line de�ned byL2 is between the extremum values of x2 (L2(y) is an overestimation of y). Thus, tokeep all solutions we have to strengthen the slope of this line at its smallest extremum.Proposition 2 introdues a safe approximation L2F of L2 :Proposition 2 (L2F(y) approximations).LetL2F(y) � 8>>><>>>:dx+ xex� y � bxx � 0 i� x � 0bx+ xx� y � bxx � 0 i� x < 0dx+ xex� y � bxx+ Ulp(dx+ xe)x � 0 i� x > 0 ^ x < 0 ^ jxj � jxjbx+ xx� y � bxx� dUlp(dx+ xe)xe � 0 i� x > 0 ^ x < 0 ^ jxj > jxjwhere Ulp(a), whih stands for Unit in the last plae, omputes the distane betweenoating point number a and its predeessor.For all x 2 x and y 2 [0;maxfx2;x2g℄, if L2(y) holds, L2F (y) holds too.



Proof. The proofs of the �rst and seond ases are similar to the proof of L1F .The proof of the third ase is a bit more triky. The essential observation is that bothL2F(y) and L2(y) ontain the same term y. Thus the proof redues to show that thefollowing relation holds :dx+ xex� bxx+ Ulp(dx+ xe)x � (x+ x)x+ xx � 0;8x 2 [x;x℄ (8)First, let us onsider the oeÆient of the slope. Rounding to +1 ensures that :dx+ xe = (x+ x) + � with Ulp(dx+ xe) � � � 0Thus, we just need to show that :�x� bxx+ Ulp(dx+ xe)x � xx for all x 2 [x;x℄Due to the properties of the rounding to �1 , we have :bxx+ Ulp(dx+ xe)x � xx+ Ulp(dx+ xe)xThus : �bxx+ Ulp(dx+ xe)x � �(xx+ Ulp(dx+ xe)x)and �x� bxx+ Ulp(dx+ xe)x � �x� (xx+ Ulp(dx+ xe)x)Therefore, relation (8) holds if : �x� Ulp(dx+ xe)x � 0That is to say, relation (8) holds if :�x � Ulp(dx+ xe)x holdsAs Ulp(dx+ xe) � � � 0 and x � 0, �x � Ulp(dx+ xe)x holds for all x 2 [0;x℄.When x 2 [x; 0℄, we have : min(�x) = �xsine � is positive. Here again, as Ulp(dx + xe) � �, then relation (8) holds for anyx 2 [x; 0℄. The fourth ase an be proved with a similar reasoning.The ondition that jxj � jxj is not used by the proof. We only di�erentiate third andfourth ases to obtain a better orretion.Note that a �ner orretion of the third and fourth ases ould be obtained by repla-ing the funtion Ulp(a) by jdae�baj. This would avoid to add an unneessary orretionwhen the omputation of the slope is exat.



3.3 Safe approximations of L3, L4, L5 and L6The general form of linearizations L3, L4, L5 and L6 isxixj + s1b1xi + s2b2xj + s3b1b2 � 0where the bk are oating point numbers orresponding to the bounds of xi and xj , andwhere sl 2 �1; 1. Thus, the oeÆients of the linearization are always omputed exatly.The rounding operation only applies to the omputation of the onstant. So, theselinear onstraints an be rewritten in the following form : Y + s3b1b2 � 0.A rounding of s3b1b2 toward +1 enlarges the solution spae, and thus ensures thatall these linear onstraints are safe approximations of x2.It follows that L3::6F � Y + ds3b1b2e � 0.4 Corretion of the Simplex algorithmThe Simplex method an solve linear problems of the following form :minimize Txsubjet to b � Ax � bThe solution of suh a problem is a vetor xR 2 Rn. However, the solution omputedby solvers like CPLEX or SOPLEX is a vetor xF 2 Fn that may di�er from xR due torounding errors. More preisely, xF is safe for the objetive if TxR � TxF .A reent work of Neumaier and Shherbina[10℄ provides a heap method to obtain arigorous bound of the objetive. The essential observation is that the dual of the problemis : maximize bT y � bT zsubjet to AT (y � z) = ; y � 0; z � 0Assoiated with the approximate solution of the dual is an approximate multiplier� � y � z whih is used to ompute a rigorous interval enlosure of the residual :r = AT�� It follows that Tx = (AT�� r)Tx = �TAx� rTx 2 �T [b;b℄� rT [x;x℄and the value of �, the lower bound of the value of the objetive funtion is :� = inf(�T [b;b℄� rT [x;x℄)This value is trivially orret by onstrution. Note that the preision of suh a safebound depends on the width of the interval [x;x℄.The omputation of r and � ould be rigorously done using interval arithmeti. Neu-maier et al [10℄ did also proposes a diret omputation with the drawbak of a rougher(but safe) result.So, we have to apply this orretion before updating the lower bound or the upperbound of eah variable to ensure that the obtained domains ontains all the solutions.



5 ImplementationThe orretions as well as the linear approximations presented in this paper have beenimplemented for the Quad �ltering algorithm. The implementation of the Quad �lteringalgorithm is based on iCOs [6, 7℄, a solver implemented in C. It makes use of CPLEX 7.0[5℄, one of the most eÆient implementation of the Simplex algorithm.The onstrution of the safe approximation is urrently restrited to the RLT formsused by the Quad �ltering. The orretion of the value of the objetive funtion is appliedto every onstraint forwarded to the Simplex.Here are some key issues of our implementation :� Neumaier and Shherbina orretion assumes that linear onstraints have the fol-lowing general form : bi � Pj ki;jxj � bi while the RLT linearizations have noupper bound. Therefore we ompute a rough but safe upper bound using intervalarithmeti.� The Simplex an shrink domains with a very little fator. In the atual implemen-tation, no shrinking is permitted if it is lower than 10% of the proessed interval.� The preision of some iteration i of Quad algorithm is the di�erene between thewidth of the ith domain and (i� 1)th domain. A �xed point with preision w 6= 0is reahed at step i when the preision of iteration i is w. Quad �ltering anbe expensive if w is really tiny. In our experiments, w = 0:1 provides a goodompromise between eÆieny and preision.� The RLT linearizations keep the same syntati form during the whole solvingproess. The only parameters to hange are the oeÆients of the linearizations.Therefore, they are only updated on relevant variable domains modi�ations.This implementation provides an eÆient but safe integration of the Simplex algo-rithm.6 ExperimentationsThe validity of the orretions introdued within this paper have been strengthenedthrough a set of experimentations. Let us present two of the most relevant results.For a start, onsider a very simple example :x2 = 2:0 with x 2 [�2:0; 2:0℄We have solved this problem with two versions of the Quad algorithm : the initialversion whih diretly alls the Simplex algorithm without doing any orretion, and theorreted one. While the latter �nds the two solutions, the former looses the positivesolution.Another example is the well known ylo hexane benh [3℄ whih has 16 solutions :8><>:13 + y2 + z2 � 24 � y � z + y2 � z2 = 0;13 + z2 + x2 � 24 � x � z + z2 � x2 = 0;13 + x2 + y2 � 24 � x � y + x2 � y2 = 0;



To handle this example, whih has terms of degree 4, we did used an extended versionof the Quad algorithm whih is generalized to polynomial onstraints by means of asimpli�ed quadri�ation proess2[8℄. With the same �xpoint algorithm as well the samesearh proedure, the orreted version outputs the 16 solutions while the initial versiononly �nds 12 solutions.The performed experimentations have shown the validity of this approah and un-derlined the neessity of the orretions. The ost of the orretions is quite negligible.The omputation of the approximation oeÆients has a low frequeny as ompared tothe number of alls of the Simplex algorithm. Moreover, it just requires some roundingdiretions as well as a few additional omputations.More ritial is the orretion of the value of the objetive funtion. An e�etiveestimation of the impat of the orretions on the performanes of the proess is quitediÆult to obtain. Indeed, these orretions indue some modi�ations of the boundsof the domains and, therefore, modify the overall �ltering proess. For instane, theomputation of the 16 solutions of the hexane example requires about 8% more timewith the orreted solver than with the initial one. However, sine the latter did not �ndtwo solutions, this overhead also inludes the exploration of a larger searh spae.We have performed various experimentations whih have shown that the overhead ofthe orretion proess is always less than 10%.7 ConlusionIn this paper, we have introdued a proedure whih allows us to takle linear relaxationof ontinuous CSP without losing any solution. Though these orretions were de�nedin the ontext of the Quad algorithm, the priniples presented here ould be extendedto other problems where the Simplex algorithm has to be integrated into a CSP system.Referenes[1℄ ANSI/IEEE, New York. IEEE Standard for Binary Floating Point Arithmeti, Std754-1985 edition, 1985.[2℄ C. Audet, P. Hansen, B. Jaumard, and G. Savard. Branh and ut algorithm fornononvex quadratially onstrained quadrati programming. Mathematial Pro-gramming, pages 87(1), 131{152, 2000.[3℄ D. Bini and B. Mourrain. Handbook of Polynomial Systems. Available athttp://www-sop.inria.fr/saga/POL/, February 1997.[4℄ Filippo Foai, Andrea Lodi, and Mihela Milano. Cutting planes in onstraintprogramming: An hybrid approah. In proeedings of 6th international onfereneCP'00 (Priniples and Pratie of Constraint Programming'00), LNCS 1894, pages187{201, Singapore, 2000.[5℄ Ilog, editor. ILOG CPLEX 7.0, Referene Manual. Ilog, 2000.2The quadri�ation algorithm applies only one of all the possible quadri�ations. This hoie preventsan exponential explosion of the number of generated onstraints. The presentation of this algorithm isout of the sope of this paper.
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